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It has been a pleasure and
honor for me to be the
state society President
since last August. My term
as President will expire
after the ASCLS annual
meeting in San Diego in
the first week of August.
Therefore, this is for me
the last time that I write to
you as President of
ASCLS-IL. We had a very
successful state society
annual meeting in East
Peoria, April 18-20th. Next
year’s meeting will be
held in Naperville, and I
would strongly
recommend to you to plan
to attend the meeting.
Briefly, I would like to
discuss the following:
Membership: I am glad to
report to you that
membership in the state
society is increasing. With
a concerted effort, this
increase will continue in
the coming years. We
need to welcome new
members. Please
encourage those that you
know to join the state
society and attend the

annual meetings. Explain
to them what
membership in the state
society entails and the
benefits of being a
member.
Students and New
Professionals: At the
ASCLS-IL Board of
Directors meeting last
month, two new
scholarships for students
and new professionals
were approved and the
details will be announced
and posted this summer.
It is a graduation time
and the hope is that
students will continue to
be members of the state
society upon graduation
and stay active as new
professionals.
Active involvement in
the state society
leadership positions: It
has been a concern that
less volunteers will be
willing to serve in the
leadership positions in
the state society in the
future. We convened a
panel of experts at the
annual meeting of the
state society to discuss
this issue. I think if there

is a more active role of
members in the state
society and awareness of
what leadership positions
can do for you, we will
see a solution to this
concern.
This past year, a lot was
accomplished, and I would
like to thank all involved
who helped make this
happen. At the same time,
we need to be cognizant
that new opportunities, but
also challenges could
appear for the state society
in the future. I am
confident that together we
can rise to the challenges
that could lie ahead and
make ASCLS-IL stronger
than ever. The journey
into the future will soon
start, so let us be
committed and keep the
lines of communication
open!
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ASCLS-IL BOD & Announcements
Congratulations!

2017-2018 ASCLS-IL Board of Directores (BOD)
President: Nick Moore
President-Elect: Demetra “Toula” Castillo
Past President: Masih Shokr ani
Recording Secretary: Kate Ber nhar dt
Executive Secretary: Gilma Roncancio-Weemer
Treasurer: Amy Liu
Board Member-At-Large ( 2016-2018): Becky Gayeski
Board Member-At-Large (2017-2019): Alexandr a Var douniotis
Nomination and Election Committee
Debbie Wollenberg
Michelle Campbell
2017-2018 Student Forum Officers
Chair: J essica Sheffield
Vice Chair: Mar y Gates
Secretary: J ennifer Minton
Treasurer: Cooper Otwell

ASCLS Announcements
● The ASCLS Annual Meeting and Exhibitions will be held in San Diego, CA
July 31st to August 3rd, 2017. Check out the website for more
information www.ascls.org/ascls-meetings/annual-meeting-new (Please consider
attending the National Meeting as a delegate).

● ASCLS does a lot for you. ASCLS is always coming up with new ideas and ways to
provide you with great member benefits and value. Please visit the website for the
newest promotions. www.ascls.org
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures)
The annual meeting was held April 18-20 in East Peoria, IL and included
the Student Bowl Competition, Educational Sessions, Exhibits & more.

Board of Directors Meeting on April 18

At the registration desk- fr om left to r ight:
Judy Yeager, Cheryl Stratton, Marjola Furczon
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

Dr. Suzanne
Campbell was the
Keynote Speaker on
Wednesday April 19,
2017 who presented
“Moving ASCLS
Forward”

Pictured is Kim Von
Ahsen, Regions VI
Director who attended
the ASCLS-IL Annual
Meeting
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

Member of the Year
Award Winner:
Alexandra
Vardouniotis

Educator of the Year
Award Winner:
Sheila Gibbons
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

President’s
Award–
featured with
the ASCLSIL President
are the
recipients (from left to
right): Amy
Liu, Kate
Bernhardt,
Reilly Steidle

New
Professional of
the Year
Award:
Marjola
Furczon
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

Student of the
Year Award &
Ellen
McGill
Scholarship
Recipient:
Reilly Steidle

Keys to the
Future:
William “Bill”
Wilson (on the
right) and
Douglas
Muelller (on
the left)
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

ASCLS-IL
Lifetime
Achievement
Award:
Gilma Roncancio Weemer

ASCLS-IL
Outgoing
President
Award:
Masih Shokrani
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ASCLS-IL Spring 2017 Annual Meeting (in pictures), cont.

Chicago Branch
Members:
(from left to right):

Amy Liu, Kate
Bernhardt,
Alexandra Vardouniotis,
Marjola Furczon, Sally
Whitaker, Mari Miller,
Demetra Castillo

Northwest
Branch
Members-

(from left to right):
Jeanne Isabel, Masih
Shokrani, Sheila
Gibbons, Reilly
Steidle,
Nancy Knight, Jim
Beam, Josephine
Ebomoyi,
Judy Yeager
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ASCLS-IL Student Bowl Competition
A Report by: Sheila Gibbons MLS (ASCP) CM 2017 Student Bowl Committee Member
Student Bowl is a long-standing tradition of the ASCLS-IL State meeting, and was originated by Rosada
Heintz in 1975. Participating in Student Bowl is a fun way for the students to review for the Board of
Certification Exam. It is also a great review for new and experienced laboratory professionals.
The 2017 ASCLS-IL Annual Student Bowl took place on April 18 at the Par-A-Dice Hotel and Casino in East
Peoria, IL. Eleven teams competed in the competition. Student Bowl is a fun committee to serve on. My
favorite part of the student bowl is the team names. The students come up with creative names! The teams
represented this year were “Natural Killers” and “Northern Blot Bs” from Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb, “The Streakers” and “French Toast Mafia” from OSF St. Francis Medical Center in Peoria,
“Agglutinators” from Elgin Community College, “Beauty and the Yeast” from St. John's Hospital in
Springfield, “Beta Thal Major” and “Alpha Thal Gals” from Univeristy of Illinois at Springfield, “Dukes of
Biohazard” from Northshore University Health System in Evanston and “Boyz II MENigitis” and “Staph
Oreos”from Illinois Central College.
All the teams that participated are winners, but the “Alpha Thal Gals” from University of Illinois Springfield
came in 1st place this year! The Program Director of UIS is Bill Wilson who said “Student Bowl is the
highlight of the year for a lot of MLS/MLT students. We enjoy competing every year and we really appreciate
all of the hard work that is done to organize this competition. All students benefit from studying for student
bowl.“
Thank you to all of the teams that competed. I would also like to thank the members of the Student Bowl
Committee and all of the volunteers for a successful competition. It takes many hours to organize this event,
but the event would not be possible without the dedicated volunteers.

Student Bowl 1st Place Winners:
Pictured from left to right: Anna Kozlov, Jennifer Faulkner, Jennifer Angelo,
Lindsay Stevens, and alternate Taylor Huber
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ASCLS-IL Student Bowl Competition (in pictures)
Featured below are students and judges in two of the sessions
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ASCLS-IL AWARDEES (2017)
2017 ASCLS-IL Award Winners
Member of the Year Award Winner: Alexandr a Var douniotis
Educator of the Year Award Winner: Sheila Gibbons
President’s Award: Kate Ber nhar dt
President’s Award: Amy Liu
President’s Award: Reilly Steidle
New Professional of the Year Award: Mar jola Furczon
Student of the Year Award: Reilly Steidle
Keys to the Future: William“Bill” Wilson
Keys to the Future: Douglas Mueller
ASCLS-IL Lifetime Achievement Award: Gilma Roncancio-Weemer
Ellen McGill Scholarship Recipient: Reilly Steidle
ASCLS-IL Outgoing President Award: Masih Shokr ani
Omicron Sigma

First awarded in 1977, Omicron Sigma is the ASCLS President's Honor Roll for
Outstanding Service. It provides lasting recognition of those dedicated members
who volunteer their personal resources, time and energy to ASCLS. Recognition
is at three levels: national, regional, and state. This allows constituent society
presidents, regional directors, and the ASCLS President to recognize members
for outstanding service.

At the state level
Gilma Roncancio-Weemer
Anh Strow
Sarah Coate
Alexandra Vardouniotis
Amy Liu
Reilly Steidle

At the regional level
Lisa Bakken
Kate Bernhardt
Michelle Campbell

At the national level
Demetra Castillo
Nicholas Moore
Andrea Pitkus
Masih Shokrani

Member Recognition Awards:
Chicago Branch: Er ik Ander son; Kate Ber nhar dt; Demetr a Castillo; Lauren Durovey
Marjola Furczon; Tyrie Gardner; Mateusz Gornisiewics; Amy Liu
Abriel Miller; Mari Miller; Gisele Molina; Nicholas Moore;
Elaine Nicholas; Jennifer O’Neill; Marco Rossi; Sue Schulthesz;
Cheryl Stratton; Alexandra Vardouniotis; Sally Whitaker
Northwest Branch: J im Beam; Michelle Campbell; Sar ah Chr itz; Sheila Gibbons;
Jeanne Isabel; Nancy Knight; Masih Shokrani; Reilly Steidle
Central Branch: Dor is Baker ; Carol Becker ; Michelle Colloton; Ter r i Endicott;
Allison Kaufmann; Kelly Kesler; Rylan Kibler; Leah Miller;
Jennifer Nelson; Wendy Norton; Ashley Ragle; Anju Sharma;
Anh Strow; Vincent Strow; Brian Van Dyke; Stephanie Wallace
Southern Branch: Sar ah Coate; Mar tina Mar tin; Linda McGown; Douglas Mueller ;
Gilma Roncancio-Weemer; William “Bill” Wilson
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ASCLS Legislative Symposium Days Report
A report by Reilly Steidle, Chair of ASCLS-IL Student Forum
This March, I attended Legislative Days in Washington DC, as a result of being chosen for the ASCLSIL Ellen McGill Memorial Scholarship. I represented Illinois and was one of 135 attendants from across the
United States. Multiple Medical Laboratory Science (MLS) organizations attended the conference. Unlike
doctors or nurses, MLS are only allowed to lobby one day a year. There was a lot of information to give to the
congressmen and our appointments with each Senator and House Representative were only 15 minutes long.
The first day of the conference was spent at the Hilton Old Town, in Alexandria, VA. We had a
rigorous agenda and covered the topics that we would be presenting to congress members. Our number one
priority was to delay the Protecting Access to Medicare Act for 12 months. Along with that, we also stressed
the importance of delaying the enforcement of the updated Clinical Lab Fee Schedule, until January 1, 2019.
We mainly focused on this objective because hospitals rely on reimbursement for laboratory testing performed
on Medicare/aid patients. Many laboratories have realized that the way reimbursement rates are calculated is
not representative of the expenses hospital labs incur while performing testing. Inadequate reimbursement
causes hospitals to lose money, and this is compounded over time. It is also not clearly defined which
laboratories must report their data, and we asked that this be cleared up. About a month after talking with the
representatives, we learned that PAMA will be delayed for 60 days to allow for a more accurate representation
of the data.
Our other focuses were workforce recruitment and regulation of laboratory developed testing (LDT).
Every year, 12,000 new MLS graduates are needed to meet our nation’s laboratory demands. Unfortunately,
only 5,000 new MLS become certified each year. This is an alarming statistic. We asked that the legislators
considering granting MLS programs more resources and funding to meet healthcare staffing demands, as they
recently have for medical and nursing schools. This is an issue that I have first-hand experience with because I
am an MLS student. It is challenging to find instructors for programs and to supply a steady stream of
graduates to replace people that are retiring from the lab. I was able to explain my role in the laboratory and
advocate for our part in patient care. I stressed how important this issue is, because it has been brought up in
previous years, with little to no change. I suggested that Rockford, Illinois would be the ideal place to start an
MLS program, because there are 3 major hospitals in the area, and multiple colleges that could support a
potential program. I am passionate about what we do, and understand that this deficit of new people entering
the workforce is bound to have a significant impact on the laboratory. My goal was to help legislators
understand that we do not just push buttons all day and we cannot be replaced by machines. We are the experts
in laboratory diagnostics and without us, it would be challenging for physicians to treat their patients.
Our last focus was LDT. I spoke directly to a representative from the Food and Drug Administration
about this issue with the help of Jim Flanigan, ASCLS Executive Vice President and resident of IL. LDTs are
defined by the FDA as “in vitro diagnostic tests that are designed, manufactured, and used within a single
laboratory”. In 2014, the FDA released draft guidance to provide enhanced oversight of LDTs. This document
put each test into risk categories and gave the requirements that must be met before each test can be properly
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ASCLS Legislative Symposium Days Report, Cont.
A report by Reilly Steidle, Chair of ASCLS-IL Student Forum
performed and billed for in the laboratory. Our community recognizes that patient safety is of the utmost
importance and would like to maintain clinical validity and clinical utility when it comes to legislative
regulation. The process to get these tests approved was in line with upholding clinical validity, but could be
cumbersome when it comes to clinical utility. Molecular biology and genetic testing is an up and coming field
that this type of regulation strongly targets. Some of the regulation in the LDT document released by the FDA
makes it extremely challenging to bring a test to market, and leaves the laboratory community questioning if
this is what is in the best interest of the patient. The strong regulation can be overbearing when trying to
develop new testing to diagnose and treat patients. We voiced our concerns, so legislation could see how this
document is being applied in the laboratory practices.

Jim Flanigan is originally from IL, and came with Shannon Healy and I to all the meetings. He is an
exceptional communicator, who is passionate about the MLS community and ASCLS. It was really a treat to
learn from his experience and spend the day with him. He is frequently on our national Patient Safety
Committee calls, and I looked forward to meeting him in person. Jim is not a MLS or MT, but his background
is in communications. It was inspiring to see someone be so resourceful with all the services ASCLS offers
and stand up for a community that he recently became a part of. He is a trust-worthy leader with a lot to offer,
and sincerely has the best intentions for ASCLS. He helped create leave-behind documents or each office that
outlined our main issues. These documents can be found on the ASCLS website.
Overall, I learned a lot and truly enjoyed being in DC. I would recommend that others have this
experience at some point in their career. It is a great way to advocate for our profession, and help create
positive change. To have this experience as a student was eye-opening, and has shown me the importance of
advocating for our profession. It was educational to be at the forefront of legislation and lobby for our beloved
profession. I hope that in the future, more people will take action about the issues that we face in the lab. I am
only a student and I directly spoke to the people that create the laws that govern our profession. I would
strongly encourage others to write to their Senators or advocate in any way possible, to help restructure the
challenges we face. We are an extremely educated and caring group of people and if we all tackle this
together, we can gain recognition and be heard like other professions in the medical community.

From Left to Right: Timothy Bauer, Ein Barger, Shannon Healy,
Alton Kennedy, and Reilly Steidle.
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Miscellaneous Reports
I had an amazing experience at the legislative symposium in Washington D.C. I flew in early enough to
attend the ASCLS board meeting. I was impressed by the process of decision making in ASCLS. I even spoke
about a topic on the floor. The following day, we were taught some valuable techniques for communicating
with Congress.
The day we went to our meetings, I was able to use my personal story to lobby for education grants for
Medical Laboratory Science. In the first meeting, one of the assistants to Senator Tammy Duckworth was
interested in my personal story. She was so interested she asked me to send it to her personally so she could
give it to Senator Duckworth. I have never been someone who felt my voice would make a difference in the
Congress, after this experience I learned it does.
The above report was written by: Shannon Healy, MLT (ASCP), current MLS student at University of
Cincinnati (online).
This year a new class of Medical Laboratory Scientists will be graduating and moving on to the next step
in their careers. For many of our student members, these next steps will include their first job in a laboratory or
graduate school. Some of the student members went above and beyond, and held a job while finishing their
clinical year in their respective MLS program. The jobs that they had aided the laboratory from different
angles and provided the students with valuable healthcare experience. Below are some snippets from their
experiences, that have helped them prepare for the future and provided them with interdisciplinary skills.
After all the time spent in the classroom, it has been refreshing to be able to work. I am set to graduate in
May, but I was fortunate to start working as a Medical Laboratory Technician before completing my Medical
Laboratory Science degree. While in class, you're learning the principle behind the tests that your doing, but
you can only get so much hands on experience. Working at OSF Saint Anthony Medical Center has allowed
me to get real hands on experience in my field. Working in this position has also given me an idea of what a
typical day in the life is like for a med tech. Even though I have decided to pursue a Master's Degree, I feel
like this job has given me other skills that I can use within another area of the lab. I have been able to work in
a team setting, enhance my time management skills, and have effective communication. I have been working
in the microbiology department on the PM shift and we get all of the samples from our clinics during this time.
The micro department can get to be a tad crazy with rapid tests and all of the specimens that need to be plated.
I have a tendency to want to do all the work myself. I had to learn to delegate and split up the work load to be
most efficient and provide the best care for our patients. Overall, I think that taking on a position like this
before graduation is certainly worth your while. Even though you are working, you can always be learning.
The above report was submitted by Nicole Dispensa who is graduating from the MLS Program at
Northern Illinois University.
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Ellen McGill Memorial Scholarship Application Deadline Approaching!
This scholarship is named in honor of Ellen McGill who was a long-time medical technologist in the Chicago
area. Ellen was an active member in ASCLS-IL (formerly ICLSA) and a past president. She was the Director
of the School of Medical Technology at Illinois Masonic Hospital. This scholarship was started to honor
Ellen’s contributions to the profession.

The 2017 ASCLS Annual Meeting will be held July 31-August 3 in San Diego, CA. Please consider applying
for the Ellen McGill Memorial Scholarship.
The application deadline is June 1st. One $750 scholarship is still available this year. Funding is available to
cover relevant expenses including cost of travel, registration fees and meals up to $750. All receipts must be
submitted to the ASCLS-IL Treasurer. Award recipients will be required to write an article for the ASCLS-IL
newsletter summarizing their experience at the National Meeting.
Requirements:
1. Be a PF1, PF2, or student member of ASCLS and a resident of Illinois.
2. Demonstrate prior involvement in the society at the local or state level.
3. Demonstrate the potential for future leadership on the ASCLS-IL Board of Directors.
4. Application must be for a meeting the applicant has not previously attended. The application need to
include a short essay and a reference from a member of the ASCLS-IL Board of Directors.
** For more information, visit the following link: http://www.asclsil.com/Scholarships_Ellen.html
**Additional Questions? Contact Michelle Renee Campbell, MLS(ASCP) at m.campbell118266@yahoo.com
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Career Opportunities: Lab positions
Supervisor opening in Immunohematology Reference Lab
Please contact:

Maggie Wooldridge, SHRM-CP
Human Resources | HR Coordinator | Mississippi Valley Regional Blood Center
_____________________________________________________
Phone (217) 241-7540 | Fax (563) 441-1903| mwooldridge@mvrbc.org
2801 S. 10th St., Springfield, IL 62703| www.bloodcenter.org
Donor Room: 1999 W. Wabash, Springfield, IL

LAB LIAISON LEAD
- Department: CLIN LAB PHLEBOTOMY
- Loyola University Medical Center, MAYWOOD, IL - Full Time - 0800-1630 - Days
Position Summary:
The lead laboratory liaison will be responsible for daily operations of the laboratory call center. Staff in the
call center will provide communication between the various laboratory section and laboratory customers.
Customers include inpatient nursing units, LUHS ambulatory facilities, home health agencies and outside
clients. The lead laboratory liaison will work collaboratively with the laboratory managers, technical
specialists and directors to ensure that call center messaging is consistent, timely, exceeds customer needs
and supports the delivery of exceptional patient care.
Position Requirements:
Minimum Education: Required: Bachelors Degree OR equivalent training acquired via work experience or
education Preferred: Bachelors Degree
Minimum Experience: Required: 1-2 years of previous job-related experience P
referred: 3-5 years of previous job-related experience
Licensure/Certifications: Required: Certified Medical Technologist, Medical Laboratory Scientist,
laboratory discipline specific or specialty certificate (ASCP or AMT)
Position Responsibilities: Oversees the daily operations of the laboratory call center. Collaborates with the
manager and key technical staff to develop and implement standard work in the call center. Effectively leads
the call center team in the provision of support to laboratory customers. Trains call center staff and monitors
performance through regular quality review of calls and customer service surveys.
Link to the position:
https://www.healthcaresource.com/thregion4/index.cfm?
fuseaction=search.jobDetails&template=dsp_job_details.cfm&cJobId=100067270
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ASCLS-IL is an affiliate society of the American Society for Clinical
Laboratory Science (ASCLS) and one of five states in ASCLS Region VI,
which also includes Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska.
ASCLS serves as the voice of all clinical laboratory professionals, creating a
vision for the advancement of the clinical laboratory practice field, and
advocating the value and the role of the profession ensuring safe, effective,
efficient, equitable, and patient centered health care.






AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR CLINICAL


LABORATORY–
SCIENCE - ILLINOIS
We’re on the web!
www.asclsil.org

Promoting the value of the profession to healthcare and the public
Uniting the profession to speak with one voice
Advocating on behalf of the profession
Promoting professional independence
Enhancing quality standards and patient safety
Ensuring workplace safety
Providing professional development opportunities
Promoting expanded roles and contributions of clinical laboratory
professionals to the healthcare team
 Increasing the diversity in the profession and expanding the voice and
role of under-represented individuals and groups

Do you have examples/ideas of ways to promote the profession of
Medical Laboratory Scientist?
Ideas to increase ASCLS-IL membership?

Like us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/
ASCLS.IL

Are you interested in becoming more involved in ASCLS-IL?
We are always looking for help and volunteers!
Are you an educator? Are you a writer?
We are looking help for creating new student bowl questions!
Are you a great party planner?
We could use your help in planning future ASCLS-IL Annual Meetings!

Follow us on Instagram! If there are photos, flyers, or anything you’d like to share, please email them to
ascls.il.information@gmail.com and include a caption.
We are always interested in articles for the newsletter
For any and all of the above, please feel free to contact the organization at:

ASCLS.IL.Information@gmail.com
ASCLS-IL Insights Editors:
Editor-in-Chief: Masih Shokrani, Ph.D. MT(ASCP) - mshokrani@niu.edu
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